Diversity and favorability of townscapes in station plazas were analysed on following 3 aspects.
1. Relations between evaluation and physical elements composed by means of repertory grid method were analyzed and physical elements were classified into; favorable elements unfavorable elements fuzzy elements.
2. By using SD method with 40 couples of adjectives and factor analysis, 2 independent axes of "favorability" and "diver-sity" were shown. Upon 2 dimensional plane, 4 areas were translated as meanings of; "fascinatingness", "orderlyness", "disorderlyness", "boringness". Participation, Community-based, Intermediary, Community learning program, Children, Multi- Multi-dimensional network should be established by activists, educational organizations, etc., in addition to the local members, in order to renovate community. This study focused upon intermediary organization as an agent to facilitate such network. It observed a community learning program, "Nagomin Yokocho", operated by Okazaki Community Design Center LITA, and concluded that such a program had effects to intensify the network, and that the following matters are effective onto the facilitation: 1) The organization attends to the concept of program: 2) It takes the advantage of facility manager: 3) It utilizes its own relationships over several facilities for the program in turns. 
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